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Engineered log jams (ELJs) are commonly implemented in rivers to diversify fish hab-
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itat, but few studies have verified the hydraulic benefits of ELJs by assessing their
effects on the spatial variability and turbulence structure of the flow field. This field
and modelling study assessed the effects of an ELJ on various characteristics of the
flow field with increasing submergence. A 2‐D hydrodynamic model was applied to
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flow structures were identified than in the no ELJ model run, but the magnitudes of

the upstream end of a meander. Output was analyzed using coherent flow structure
identification, maps of turbulence measures, and wavelet analysis along linear transects. At the highest discharge (62% ELJ submergence), more and smaller coherent
turbulence metrics were unaffected. At low flow (1% jam submergence), the presence
of the ELJ did not affect the number of coherent flow structures identified and produced only small and localized effects on turbulence measures. Taken together,
results indicate that the ELJ primarily affected the flow field by increasing the number
of flow structures at higher discharges and submergence depths. However, these
changes were small and local to the ELJ. The limited effects of this wood jam over
limited spatial scales raise questions about the conditions under which such structures increase hydraulic diversity and highlight the need for more detailed understanding on spatial variability around habitat structures with complex shapes.
K E Y W OR D S

flow complexity, habitat restoration, hydrodynamic modelling, large wood, proper orthogonal
decomposition, turbulence, wavelet analysis
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I N T RO D U CT I O N

implemented to reintroduce habitat complexity to simplified channels
(Montgomery et al., 2003), justified in part by their potential contribu-

Large wood plays an important role in the ecology and morphology of

tion to the development of eddies and more complex flow structures.

Pacific Northwest rivers, yet wood accumulations in rivers have

A growing body of literature indicates that the hydraulic variability

declined over the last century (Montgomery, Bolton, Booth, & Wall,

that generates turbulence at small spatial scales can impact fish swim-

2003) due to logging and to efforts to increase flood conveyance.

ming stability and speed (Liao, 2007; Lupandin, 2005; Nikora, Aberlee,

The reduction in wood accumulations, and associated simplification

Biggs, Jowett, & Sykes, 2003; Pavlov, Lupandin, & Skorobogatov,

of channels, has been associated with a decrease in the fish habitat

2000; Tritico & Cotel, 2010), energy expenditure (Boisclair & Tang,

complexity and cover (Pess, Liermann, McHenry, Peters, & Bennett,

1993; Enders, Boisclair, & Roy, 2003; Krohn & Boisclair, 1994; Liao,

2012). In recent decades, engineered log jams (ELJs) have been

Beal, Lauder, & Triantafyllou, 2003; McLaughlin & Noakes, 1998;

River Res Applic. 2020;1–15.
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Tritico & Cotel, 2010), foraging (Fausch, 1984) and prey encounter

et al., 2016 for review). As obstructions, ELJs are expected to produce

(Kiørboe & MacKenzie, 1995), and habitat selection (Smith, Brannon,

vortices along the upstream face and downstream of the structure

& Odeh, 2005).

(Koken & Constantinescu, 2014). In addition, ELJs may produce flow

These complex flow environments used by fish are generated by

structures similar to those created by groynes when they are emer-

large roughness elements (Lacey et al., 2011), such as boulders and large

gent at low discharge (e.g., Paik et al., 2010) and flow structures similar

wood (Crowder & Diplas, 2006; Gippel, 1995), as well as channel plan-

to bendway weirs when they are submerged at high discharge (e.g.,

form features including meander bends (Daniels & Rhoads, 2004).

Minor et al., 2007). Even with these simplified shapes, studies have

Therefore, river restoration efforts to increase complexity have largely

shown that more abrupt geometry changes produce stronger and

emphasized the reintroduction of roughness elements and channel

more CFSs (Koken & Constantinescu, 2014). However, the complex

remeandering (Bernhardt et al., 2005).

shapes of ELJs, with multiple elements that protrude into the flow,

Although restoration projects aimed at increasing habitat diver-

are expected to produce deviations from the simple shapes that have

sity are becoming more common, quantitative evaluation of their

been used to study obstructions. The protrusion of individual logs into

success is rare. The high‐resolution data required for analysis of tur-

the flow are expected to disrupt coherence of flow structures, making

bulence and coherent flow structures (CFSs) are difficult to obtain

them smaller and less detectable. Thus, it is an open question to what

from field measurements; and therefore, studies are typically limited

extent, and over what spatial scales, an ELJ might modify flow struc-

to small‐scale laboratory experiments or numerical models (e.g.,

tures and hence influence habitat diversity for fish.

Agrawal & Prasad, 2002; Alfonsi, 2006). Although techniques for

We used field observations and simulated flow fields to evaluate

comprehensive characterization of the flow field exist in the field

the effects of an ELJ over a range of submergence depths in a 77‐m

of fluid mechanics, the lack of adequate field data, computational

river reach of the Calapooia River, Oregon. We expected that the

resources, and available study ecosystems has limited their applica-

ELJ would produce CFSs similar to those documented for emergent

tion to the study of habitat restoration (but see Harrison, Legleiter,

obstructions, that is, multiple small vortical structures along the distal

Wydzga, & Dunne, 2011; Kozarek, Hession, Dolloff, & Diplas,

end of the structure and larger vortical structures in the region

2010). As a result, substantial resources are invested into restoration

upstream and downstream of the ELJ. However, we also expected

actions without clear understanding of the type or extent of benefits

that the complex shape of the ELJ would reduce the size of flow struc-

they provide.

tures, making them less detectable. Moreover, we expected that flow

In particular, research on the turbulent flow patterns around

structure strength and size would increase with submergence depth,

engineered wood structures is limited. Studies on large wood have

scaling with the momentum of the flow from upstream. Our overall

emphasized the ecological (see Scott, Wohl, & Yochum, 2019) and geo-

objective was to identify the spatial scales and variability of flow struc-

morphic (Gurnell, Piégay, Swanson, & Gregory, 2002) functions, force

tures associated with the complex shape of an ELJ in order to assess

balances (D’Aoust & Millar, 2000; Shields & Alonso, 2012), transport

potential for bioenergetic benefits to fish.

(Mazzorana, Hübl, Zischg, & Largiader, 2011; Ruiz‐Villanueva et al.,
2014), and management (Wohl et al., 2016) of large wood. Although
there is a general belief that wood restoration is ecologically beneficial

2
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(Roni, Beechie, Pess, & Hanson, 2014), it is unclear how much wood,
or in what arrangement, is necessary to produce measurable benefits
to fish habitat (Kail, Hering, Muhar, Gerhard, & Preis, 2007). In fact,
some field measurements of velocity have failed to detect effects of
added wood on river hydraulics (Matheson, Thoms, & Reid, 2017).
Studies using physical models (Bennett et al., 2015; Davidson &
Eaton, 2013; Gallisdorfer et al., 2014; Manners, Doyle, & Small,

The study combined field measurements, simulation modelling, and
statistical analysis of model output. Channel bathymetry, water surface elevation (WSE), and discharge were measured in the field to provide input for a 2‐D hydrodynamic model that was simulated both
with and without the ELJ. Model output was evaluated to determine
changes in the size and number of CFSs identified as well as the mag-

2007) and numerical models (Bair, Segura, & Lorion, 2019) have

nitude and variability of turbulence metrics. Multiscale heterogeneity

quantified decelerated flow upstream, and accelerated flow adjacent

was evaluated using wavelet analysis of hydraulic metrics along longi-

to, instream wood, whereas other analyses have quantified effects of

tudinal and transverse transects.

wood on temporal variability in velocity (Bennett et al., 2015). However, little is known of the effects of large wood on the spatial pat-

2.1

|

Study site

terns and spatial scales of flow characteristics, such as the size and
number of CFSs, vorticity, hydraulic strain, and multiscale heteroge-

The study was conducted in a low‐gradient, gravel‐ and sand‐bedded

neity of the flow.

reach in the Sodom Channel section of the Calapooia River (latitude

ELJs are roughness elements that produce flow resistance (Einstein

44°24′29.42″N and longitude 123°2′33.86″W), a tributary of the Wil-

& Barbarossa, 1952) and obstructions that introduce form drag

lamette River (Figure 1). The Calapooia River originates in the Western

(Wilcox et al., 2006), but they are distinct from the simple obstruc-

Cascades and drains a 947‐km2 catchment of predominantly privately

tions, such as flat plates and smooth hemispheres, whose effects have

owned forestlands over a moderately steep channel (gradient of

been studied with physical and numerical experiments (see Hardy

0.44% to 1.94%; Kibler, Tullos, & Kondolf, 2010). The Sodom Channel
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FIGURE 1 (a) Site map and (b) contour diagram of field site on the Sodom Channel of the Calapooia River. The study reach surveyed transects
are shown by solid black lines (left) and wavelet transects are depicted in dashed black lines (right). The location of the ELJ is indicated in the
shaded grey region. Contours are given in 1‐m intervals [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

was constructed in the 1800s as a high‐water diversion to minimize

historical Calapooia River and the Sodom Channel. An ELJ was added

downstream flooding and to regulate flows to a mill downstream,

to the Sodom channel in 2012 to stabilize banks and create habitat.

but planform changes resulted in the Sodom Channel capturing the

The study area consisted of a 77‐m reach, representing 2.5 channel

majority of the flow year‐round (Calapooia Watershed Council,

widths, located 200 m downstream of the bifurcation of the historic

2014). In 1890, a dam was constructed in the Sodom Channel to

Calapooia River and the Sodom Channel. The study reach was

ensure that the historical Calapooia River channel would receive water

bounded upstream and downstream by grade control riffle structures,

during low flows. The 3‐m tall dam was later determined to be a signif-

creating a riffle–pool morphology at low flows. The change in eleva-

icant barrier to fish passage for Winter steelhead (Oncorhynchus

tion from riffle–crest to riffle–crest was 1.4 m. The ELJ in this study

mykiss) and spring Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha), both

was a meander‐style jam composed of several large key logs embed-

federally listed as threatened species. The dam was removed in

ded in the bank with smaller racking material interspersed within the

2011, and the channel was reconfigured to include grade control

key pieces and shrub/small tree vegetation established in the jam

structures in order to maintain a prescribed flow split between the

(Figure 2). Newly constructed and/or experimental large wood jams

4
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Turnipseed (2010), on the right and left banks of the four upstream
cross sections and along the right bank on the two farthest downstream cross sections.
Discharge was also measured to verify the use of a local gauge,
located 2.3 km downstream of the study area, to represent discharge
at the study site. Discharge was measured using a Teledyne StreamPro
ADCP during a low‐flow period only, at a discharge of 9 m3/s. Discharge measured at the study site differed from discharge at the
downstream gauge by only 2.6% (Valverde, 2013), and no tributaries
contribute flow between the study site and the downstream gauge.
Discharges for the higher flows were not directly measured and were
FIGURE 2 Photograph of the engineered log jams at 20%
submergence. The engineered log jam is composed several large key
pieces embedded in the bank and smaller pieces wedged between the
key pieces

scaled by drainage area from a downstream gauge.

2.3

|

Hydrodynamic Model

A spatially distributed hydrodynamic model was developed using the
are often permeable (e.g., Manners et al., 2007), but many mature ELJs

International River Interface Cooperative software with the System

lack the large macropores (Figure 2) that produce bleed flow due to

for Transport and River Modelling (SToRM) model (Simões, 2013).

racked material and established vegetation. Thus, they behave more

SToRM is a depth‐averaged algorithm that applies a finite‐volume

as obstructions than as permeable structures. Although porous flow

discretization scheme and a zero‐equation turbulence closure method

through the centre of the structure is not represented in this model,

to solve the shallow‐water Navier–Stokes equations in an unstruc-

the protruding pieces are represented in the geometry of the surface

tured, triangular element grid. Inputs of discharge, topography, rough-

used to model the large wood and represent the complex shape that

ness, and upstream and downstream stage were used to simulate two‐

is expected to produce different flow patterns from those observed

dimensional WSEs, depths, and velocities. Although flow patterns are

for simple abutment shapes.

expected to be three‐dimensional for deep flows that submerge the
structure, it has been shown for groynes that mean vertical velocities
at obstructions are low and that the flow patterns can adequately be

2.2
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Field Measurements

represented by 2‐D models (Paik et al., 2010).
Model development consisted of generating a computational

Channel bathymetry was surveyed in February 2013, and ground

mesh, with and without the ELJ represented, and simulating steady

topography was surveyed in March 2013 (Valverde, 2013). Surveys

discharges over the mesh. The model grid was approximately 77 m

included six cross sections along the reach, located 20 m upstream

in length, 65 m wide, and composed of 21,835 computational nodes,

of the ELJ, at the upstream and downstream faces of the ELJ, and at

with an average area of 0.20 m2 per element. The ELJ was represented

11, 33, and 47 m downstream of the ELJ (Figure 1). In addition to

in the model as a nonporous object by raising channel bed elevation to

the cross sections, elevations were surveyed along members of the

the surveyed ELJ elevations. Thus, the structure was modelled as an

ELJ, at ground points surrounding the ELJ, and in some wadeable areas

obstruction attached to the bed. A second model grid was generated

of the channel. Topography within the wadeable portions of the chan-

by removing the topography data associated with the ELJ to simulate

nel was surveyed using a Topcon GR‐3 Real‐Time Kinematic (RTK)

a scenario without the ELJ.

Global Positioning System (GPS). In‐channel bathymetry was surveyed

Discharges of 5.6, 32.6, and 123.3 m3/s were simulated for analy-

using a raft‐mounted Teledyne WorkHorse Rio Grande Acoustic

sis and calibration, and an additional discharge of 9 m3/s was simu-

Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) paired with Real‐Time Kinematic

lated for validating the model. The models were initially simulated at

GPS. The topographic data set covered the active channel and part

a steady discharge for 200 s with a time step of 0.01 s for the three

of the floodplain on either side of the channel, with an average density

simulated discharges. The appropriate spin‐up period was established

of 2.1 points per square metre.
WSEs were collected along the reach across a range of discharges
to represent boundary conditions for the development, calibration,

TABLE 1 Channel and engineered log jams submergence across
discharges

and validation of the hydrodynamic model. WSE data were collected
from December 2013 to February 2014 at discharges of 123.3, 32.6,
and 5.6 m3/s corresponding to ELJ submergence depths of 62%,
20%, and 1% and blockage ratios, calculated as the portion of the
cross‐sectional flow occupied by the ELJ, of 0.09, 0.06, and 0.03,

Discharge
(m3 s−1)
123
33

Bankfull
depth
(%)

Submergence
of ELJ (%)

Blockage
ratio

0.03

77

62

0.09

8.5

56

20

0.06

46

1

0.03

Percent
exceedance

respectively (Table 1). WSEs were measured using ADCP, GPS, and
crest gauges. Crest gauges were installed, according to Sauer and

6
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by the time (150 s) required for the model velocities to reach equilib-

The POD was conducted using the method of snapshots (Sirovich,

rium, on the basis of visual inspections of velocity–time plots. Model

1987), where the snapshots were the depth‐averaged, two‐

output data for time steps before 150 s were discarded for all

dimensional velocity vector fields produced as model output at each
time step. Input data for the POD were K number of snapshots. The

simulations.
Model calibration and validation were conducted by comparing
simulated and observed WSEs. The model was calibrated by adjusting

POD produces a set of modes, ϕm, and the corresponding coefficients,
cm(k), that can reconstruct all K velocity distributions (Equation 1).

the Manning’s n, which was assumed to be spatially uniform across the
M

study reach, to minimize the difference between simulated and

V ðkÞ ¼ ∑ cm k φm ;

observed WSEs. For both calibration and validation, differences

m¼1

between simulated and observed WSEs were quantified using the
root‐mean‐square error (Table 2).

(1)

where m is the mode index, with the total number of modes equal to
the total number of snapshots, M = K (Chen et al., 2012). POD was
conducted using a MATLAB code developed by Chen et al., (2012).

2.4

|

The time‐averaged velocity vector field was reconstructed by averag-

Post‐processing of model output

ing the coefficients across all K snapshots and summing the product of

Simulated output data were exported to MATLAB for post‐processing

the average coefficients with their respective modes (Equation 2).

(MATLAB Version 7.13.0.564 R2011b). Mean u and v velocity compo-

M

V avg ¼ ∑

nents, as well as average resultant velocities, were calculated from the

m¼1




1 K
∑ cm k φm :
K k¼1

(2)

time‐series data at each computational node. In order to facilitate the
calculation of turbulence statistics described in Section 2.6, a regularly

In this study, reconstruction of the time‐averaged velocity field

spaced 0.4‐m grid was generated within MATLAB, and turbulence

was conducted using the first mode of each flow model, which

metrics were mapped to the grid using linear interpolation.

contained at least 98% of the total kinetic energy. As higher modes
contained much lower kinetic energy, less than 2% of total kinetic
energy, they were excluded to filter out small‐scale flow structures

2.5

|

that were perceived to be of limited relevance to fish habitat and bio-

CFS identification

energetics (Liao, 2007; Tritico & Cotel, 2010).
CFSs, representing vortices within the two‐dimensional flow field,

Large‐scale CFSs were then identified using a closed‐streamline

were identified using proper orthogonal decomposition (POD),

approach on the POD data, as described in Agrawal and Prasad

coupled with a closed streamline algorithm. POD is an unbiased

(2002) and Singha and Balachandar (2011). At each point in the recon-

method for extracting CFSs from turbulent flow (Lumley, 1967).

structed velocity vector field grid, a circle of increasing radius was

POD produces a low‐order description of the flow field by

approximated, and an algorithm was executed to identify closed

transforming a large number of correlated data points into a sum of

streamlines. The largest radius at which the algorithm detected a

weighted linear functions called modes (Chen, Reuss, & Sick, 2012;

closed streamline was determined to be the vortex radius. The algo-

Singha & Balachandar, 2011). Each mode represents a portion of the

rithm used to detect flow structures was only capable of detecting

total flow field, and weighting coefficients represent the statistical

the scale of the structure at a uniform radius. Thus, in cases where

weight of each mode in the total flow field. Summing the product of

vortices were elliptical, the minor axis of the structure was identified

the modes and their corresponding coefficients produces the original

as the scale of the structure, and the identification likely

velocity vector field. Modes are produced in descending order of

underestimated the size of the elliptical vortices.

energy so that large‐scale high‐energy structures are contained within
the first few modes produced by POD (Chen et al., 2012).
TABLE 2 Summary of Manning’s n values used for calibration and
validation and error between modelled and observed water surface
elevations
Calibration

2.6

|

Turbulence statistics

Three turbulence measures were calculated at all computational mesh
nodes in each model. Reynolds stress, (τuv), was calculated (Equation 3)
as velocity fluctuations from the time‐ensemble average, where ρ is
the density of water, and u′ and v′ are instantaneous velocity compo-

Discharge (m3 s−1)

Manning’s n

WSE RMSE (m)

nents in the x and y directions, respectively. Reynolds stress repre-

5.6

0.020

0.07

sents the temporal variability of the flow that fish appear to avoid

32.6

0.015

0.10

(Smith et al., 2005).

123.3

0.010

0.13

τuv ¼ −ρu′v′ :

Validation
Discharge (m3/s)

Manning’s n

WSE RMSE (m)

9.0

0.020

0.02

(3)

Hydraulic strain (S1) was calculated (Equation 4) as the spatial gradient of velocities where u and v are the time‐averaged velocity
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components and δx and δy are the grid spacing in the x and y direc-

were examined as contoured plots of wavelet power. Statistical signif-

tions, respectively. Hydraulic strain represents the strength of defor-

icance was tested by comparing peaks in wavelet power against a

mation in the flow field, which fish use to navigate and select

background wavelet red noise spectrum, with significance determined

habitat (Goodwin, Nestler, Anderson, Weber, & Loucks, 2006; Nestler,

by the 95% confidence level (Torrence & Compo, 1998). Wavelet anal-

Goodwin, Smith, Anderson, & Li, 2008).

ysis was applied to identify the multiple spatial scales of features and
show their locations. However, wavelet analysis has limitations rela-

δu
δu
δv
δv
S1 ¼
þ
þ
þ
:
δy
δx
δy
δx

(4)

tive to other methods such as POD. For example, POD uses 2‐D data
and can detect 2‐D features, such as vortices, whereas wavelet analy-

Vorticity (ζ) was calculated (Equation 5) as twice the angular velocity around the vertical axis of the flow, providing information on the
rotational nature of the flow (Crowder & Diplas, 2002). At high levels
of vorticity, fish have been shown to lose their ability to hold position

sis uses 1‐D data and may not reveal 2‐D features. In addition,
depending on how transects were located, they may not run through
key 2‐D flow features, such as vortices, and thus not be represented
in the wavelet analysis.

(Tritico & Cotel, 2010).
ζ¼

δv δu
−
:
δy δx

3
3.1

2.7

|

RESULTS

|

(5)

Wavelet analysis

|

Velocity and depth across discharges

Across all discharges, velocity was highest at the entrance, where flow
cascaded over a constructed riffle at lower flows (Figure 3d) and formed

Multiscale heterogeneity in the flow field was assessed using the

a high velocity jet at higher flows (Figure 3e,f). With increasing discharge

methods and MATLAB code developed by Torrence and Compo

(Figure 3e,f), a high velocity core developed just downstream of the

(1998). Wavelet analysis was performed using the Morlet wavelet

entrance on river left (x = 45 m and y = 20 m), and a large recirculation

for simulated data on resultant velocity magnitudes, Reynolds stress,

zone emerged on river right near where the flow expands considerably

hydraulic strain, and vorticity with and without ELJ along four longitu-

(x = 50 m and y = 70 m). The regions of highest velocity overlapped with

dinal transects and three cross‐sectional transects (Figure 1). Results

the greatest depths (Figure 3a–c) in the narrower first half of the reach

FIGURE 3 Depth (a, b, c) and velocity (d, e, f) for 6, 33 m3/s, and 123 m3/s discharges with the engineered log jam. Distances for x represent the
cross‐sectional direction, and y represents the streamwise direction [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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but generally did not correspond with areas of greatest depth down-

and area affected by vortices decreased as discharge increased

stream of the large expansion of flow, where the high velocity core

(Table 3; Figures 4d–f and 5).

shifted towards river left and the greatest depths occurred in the recir-

The ELJ increased the number of vortices over the no ELJ simula-

culation zone on the right (e.g., Figure 3a vs. Figure 3c). Although

tions, especially at high discharges (Figure 5b,c). At the lowest dis-

Figure 3 only includes results of simulations with the ELJ, results with-

charge (Figure 5a), the size and number of vortices were very similar

out the ELJ exhibited the same patterns with regards to velocity and

with and without the ELJ (median size of 1.85 ± 1.57 m vs.

depth and were not presented in the interest of space.

1.83 ± 1.70 m, respectively). At the intermediate discharge (Figure 5
b), the simulation with the ELJ contained three more vortices, and

3.2
Impact of the ELJ on the size and number of
vortices
|

the vortices were smaller (median size of 1.89 ± 1.50 m for the ELJ
scenario vs. 2.21 ± 1.56 m for the no ELJ scenario). At the highest discharge (Figure 5c), the simulation with the ELJ contained four more

As expected, the ELJ impacted the locations and number of flow struc-

vortices and vortices again were smaller (2.18 ± 2.23 m vs.

tures for flow regions in close proximity to the ELJ and those

2.47 ± 2.41 m for the ELJ and the no ELJ scenarios, respectively).

upstream and downstream of the ELJ, though the effect was more
pronounced as discharge increased. For all of the simulated dis-

3.3

|

Turbulence measures

charges, there were more (Figures 4 and 5; Table 3) vortices identified
on the right extent of the flow for simulations with the ELJ (Figure 4a–

Visual analysis of the spatial patterns in turbulence measures did not

c) compared with the no ELJ simulations (Figures 4d–f). However, the

indicate differences between the ELJ and no ELJ scenarios at the

presence of the ELJ had only a small effect on the area affected by

two higher discharges and thus turbulence measures were only pre-

vortices and no impact on the total number of flow structures at the

sented (Figure 6) for the lowest flow condition. At low flow, the spatial

lowest discharge (Table 3).

patterns of turbulent flow metrics (hydraulic strain, Reynolds stress,

Discharge impacted the number and size of vortices detected,

and vorticity) showed a small and highly localized effect due the pres-

independent of the ELJ. Without the ELJ, the number of vortices

ence of the ELJ. Flow was deflected around a key member of the ELJ

FIGURE 4 Vector plots of simulated discharges of (a, d) 6, (b, e) 33, (e, f) and 123 m3/s with and without the engineered log jam. Vortices
identified using proper orthogonal decomposition are shown using red circles, with diameters corresponding to the diameter of the vortices
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIGURE 5 Radii of identified vortices’ radii at (a) Q = 6 m3/s, (b) Q = 33 m3/s, and (c) Q = 123 m3/s with and without the engineered log jam (ELJ).
Individual vortices were ordered by increasing radius size. For example, the number 12 on the x axis indicates what the radius was for the 12th
largest vortex for the ELJ and no ELJ simulations. The x axis also indicates the total number of vortices identified (i.e., 16 vortices identified for ELJ
but only 12 for ELJ at Q = 123 m3 s−1)

TABLE 3 Results of proper orthogonal decomposition vortex identification for each model

Wavelets of hydraulic strain indicate the ELJ produced significant
hydraulic features at the low flow but not at high flow. At the lowest
discharge with 1% ELJ submergence (Figure 7a), wavelet analysis of

Model

Number of vortices

Fractional area (%)

hydraulic strain along the transect revealed significant wavelet power

6 m3/s ELJ

21

26

at scales of 1 to 4 m within the region of the ELJ. In addition, one

3

21

27

region with significant wavelet power with scales of 16 to 32 m,

3

18

18

located outside of the hatched area subject to high uncertainty

3

33 m /s no ELJ

15

18

123 m3/s ELJ

16

19

123 m3/s no ELJ

12

18

6 m /s no ELJ
33 m /s ELJ

(Figure 7a), was observed when the ELJ was present. In contrast, without the ELJ, regions of significant wavelet power were rare, at smaller
scales (1 m), and arbitrarily located throughout the reach. (Figure 7b).

that extended into the flow field, producing an increase in velocity
(Figure 6a), Reynolds stresses (Figure 6b), hydraulic strain (Figure 6c),
and vorticity (Figure 6d) around the tip of the jam.

At the highest discharge with 62% ELJ submergence (Figure 7c,d),
wavelet analysis plots of hydraulic strain revealed high but not significant wavelet power at scales of 4 to 8 m, within the region of the ELJ,
when the ELJ is present (Figure 7c). This feature was absent when the
ELJ is absent (Figure 7d). These results indicated that the presence of
ELJ is associated with significantly higher fine‐scale spatial variability
in velocity along the transect in the immediate vicinity of the ELJ at

3.4

|

Wavelets

1% submergence, and nonsignificantly higher spatial variability in
velocity in the vicinity of the ELJ at 62% submergence.

Extending the visual analysis, wavelet plots (Figures 7 and 8) showed

Wavelet analyses of vorticity also indicated a varied effect of the

meaningful differences between the with ELJ and without ELJ only

ELJ across submergence depths. At the lowest discharge with 1%

for hydraulic strain and vorticity and only for the streamwise transect

ELJ submergence (Figure 8a), wavelet analysis plots of vorticity along

located longitudinally adjacent to the ELJ (Figure 1b).

the transect indicate significant wavelet power with scales of 1 to
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FIGURE 6 (a, d) Velocity, (b ,e) Reynolds stress, (c, f) hydraulic strain, (d, g) and vorticity, with identified vortices at Q = 6 m3/s with and without
the engineered log jam. Red circles indicate the location and diameters of proper orthogonal decomposition‐identified vortices. The dashed box
indicates the near‐engineered log jam region, for which median and standard deviations are reported in the top right of the figure [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
4 m, throughout the region of the ELJ (Figure 8a). In contrast, without

hydraulics and habitat diversity across a range of flows is needed.

the ELJ, regions of significant wavelet power occurred at finer scales

Although previous work has demonstrated effects of ELJs on veloci-

(1 to 2 m) and were found primarily outside of the area influenced

ties (e.g., Bennett et al., 2015; Daniels & Rhoads, 2004; Gallisdorfer

by the ELJ (Figure 8b).

et al., 2014; Manners et al., 2007), including work relating modified

At the highest discharge with 62% ELJ submergence (Figure 8c),

velocities to fish swim speeds (Bair et al., 2019), the literature detailing

wavelet analysis of vorticity showed significant power at scales of 1

their impacts on spatial variability of turbulence in the flow field is

to 6 m, within the region of the ELJ, and a second area of significant

missing. This study demonstrated how an ELJ that extended over 3%

wavelet power at scales of 1 to 6 m downstream (x = 70 m), when

to 9% of the width of a low‐gradient river channel had limited effect

the ELJ is present. When the ELJ was absent, the region of significant

on CFSs and turbulence. As expected, POD analysis indicated that

wavelet power at scales of 1 to 6 m was absent (Figure 8d). In addi-

the ELJ increased the number of CFSs at higher flows, whereas the

tion, a region of significant wavelet power at scales of 8 to 10 m

predominant effect at low flows was a very localized increase in the

occurred in the channel (x = 30 m), and a second region of significant

spatial variability (hydraulic strain and vorticity) of flow. Wavelet anal-

wavelet power occurred at scales of 1 to 6 m downstream (x = 70 m).

ysis verified this result, illustrating how the ELJ locally increased vari-

These results indicated that the presence of the ELJ at low submer-

ability at low submergence depth and shifted variability to finer scales

gence was associated with increased fine‐scale (1 to 4 m) spatial vari-

at high submergence depth. However, these effects were highly local-

ability in vorticity, whereas at higher submergence depths, the ELJ

ized within a few meters of the ELJ.

shifted the spatial variability in vorticity from coarse (8 to 10 m) to fine

The lack of differences in the turbulence measures (Figure 6) at

(1 to 6 m) scales. Taken together, the wavelet results indicate that the

higher flows was interpreted as a lack of significant effect of the ELJ

ELJ increased the fine‐scale spatial variability of turbulence (hydraulic

on turbulence, despite the reduction in the number and size of CFSs

strain and vorticity) at low and potentially high submergence depths,

from the POD analysis. As expected, the time‐varying component of

and the effects were restricted to the immediate vicinity of the ELJ.

the flow field (i.e., Reynolds stresses) did not appear to be impacted
by the ELJ (Figure 6), even at low flow. The lack of effect on spatial
components (i.e., hydraulic strain or vorticity) at higher flows is

4

|

DISCUSSION

interpreted as illustrating the dominant role of fluid momentum from
upstream. As the submergence depth increases, the downstream

At a time when ELJs are becoming standard practice in river restora-

velocities and momentum of the river suppress the minor effects of

tion, deeper and documented understanding on their effects on river

the ELJ, similar to the diminishing effects of bedforms with increasing

10
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FIGURE 7 Wavelet power spectrum for hydraulic strain along streamwise transect nearest engineered log jam (ELJ) for (a, b) Q = 6 m3/s and (c,
d) Q = 123 m3/s with and without the ELJ. Hydraulic strain was calculated from two‐dimensional, depth‐averaged model velocities, with an
average spatial resolution of 0.4‐m intervals. Vertical lines show the horizontal extent of the ELJ. Wavelet power is shown in grey scale, with
darker shades associated with higher wavelet power. The scale (m) reflects the range of widths over which the analyzing wavelet was applied. Each
scale represents the period (or 1/frequency) of a signal, whose amplitude is measured at various spatial positions. Thus, high wavelet power in the
wavelet plots represents locations in space where variability (amplitude) was high. Black outlines indicate flow features that are statistically
significant within a 95% confidence interval. The grey hatched area represents the “cone of influence” where the analyzing wavelet of n scale
overlaps either the beginning or end of the finite length transect, resulting in artefacts in the wavelet power spectrum. Data within the cone of
influence should not be interpreted (Torrence & Compo, 1998)
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FIGURE 8 Wavelet power spectrum for vorticity along streamwise transect nearest engineered log jam (ELJ) for (a, b) Q = 6 m3/s and (c, d)
Q = 123 m3/s with and without the ELJ. Hydraulic strain was calculated from two‐dimensional, depth‐averaged model velocities, with an
average spatial resolution of 0.4‐m intervals. Vertical lines show the horizontal extent of the ELJ. Wavelet power is shown in grey scale, with
darker shades associated with higher wavelet power. The scale (m) reflects the range of widths over which the analyzing wavelet was applied. Each
scale represents the period (or 1/frequency) of a signal, whose amplitude is measured at various spatial positions. Thus, high wavelet power in the
wavelet plots represents locations in space where variability (amplitude) was high. Black outlines indicate flow features that are statistically
significant within a 95% confidence interval. The grey hatched area represents the “cone of influence” where the analyzing wavelet of n scale
overlaps either the beginning or end of the finite length transect, resulting in artefacts in the wavelet power spectrum. Data within the cone of
influence should not be interpreted (Torrence & Compo, 1998)
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flow depths (Limerinos, 1970). This effect can be seen in the increas-

The results of this study provide evidence that the ELJ is responsi-

ingly parallel vectors for the higher discharges in region immediately

ble for only very localized enhancement of variability in the flow field

around the ELJ (Figure 4). Although the ELJ did produce more and

over space at low discharge, and limited enhancement of variability at

smaller vortices with increasing discharge, as detected by the POD

higher discharges, suggesting limited benefit of the ELJ to fish habitat.

analysis, these effects were small relative to the strength of the

During low flows, fish tend to concentrate in the main channel under

downstream‐oriented fluid at higher flows and thus did not produce

the deepest flow, whereas at higher flows, fish are more likely to use

strong differences in strain or vorticity.

lateral refuge habitat, such as deflection and expansion eddies

These findings illustrate differences from CFSs produced by emer-

(Schwartz & Herricks, 2005). Lower energy habitat is desirable for fish

gent obstructions with simple shapes. For example, the ELJ did not pro-

during high flow events and may influence fish survival during critical

duce large vortices upstream or downstream, as expected for an

life stages (Fausch, 1993; Schwartz & Herricks, 2005). At higher flows,

obstruction (Koken & Constantinescu, 2014). At blunt obstructions,

the ELJ in this study was associated with more and smaller eddies,

transverse pressure gradients produce unsteady vortical structures in

which have lower energy as described by turbulent energy cascade

the region upstream of the obstruction, resulting in the shedding of

(Adrian, Christensen, & Liu, 2000). At the low discharge, the ELJ was

elongated vortices from the shear layer adjacent to the structure, and

associated with very minimal effects, producing a weak and localized

vertically oriented horseshoe vortices along the upstream face, as seen

increase in turbulent fluctuations and increases in spatial variability

in the behaviour of fluid around a groyne (Paik et al., 2010). Although

of strain and vorticity. Taken together, it appears that the ELJ may

horseshoe vortices cannot be simulated with a depth‐averaged model,

have some small contribution to energy dissipation at higher flows,

the lack of recirculation zones upstream and downstream of the ELJ

which may be of limited benefit to fish, but likely has minimal impact

indicates that it did not produce the strong transverse pressure gradi-

on local habitat variability during low flows.

ents needed to create those structures. Instead, the primary effect of

Several assumptions may affect the results. First, the ELJ and chan-

the ELJ appeared to be the production of more and smaller vortices

nel geometry were constructed at the same time, so no measurements

downstream, especially at higher discharge, than the scenario without

of the bed without the ELJ were possible; and hence, the hydrody-

the ELJ. It appears that the protruding elements of the ELJ interacted

namic model could not be calibrated for the no ELJ scenario. Second,

with the shear layer adjacent to the structure to increase the number

a 2‐D, depth‐averaged model was applied to represent complex flows

of vortices at higher flows and the associated fine‐scale variability in

around a structure with complex shape. The assumption of 2‐D flow is

the hydraulic strain and vorticity that was observed from the wavelet

expected to be valid for this ELJ architecture because transverse pres-

analyses at lower flows.

sure gradients are expected to be larger than vertical pressure gradi-

Various effects of ELJs on flow structures with increasing discharge

ents when the obstruction extends to the bed (Paik et al., 2010).

are reported in the literature. Some studies have indicated that ELJs

Modelled as a nonpermeable obstruction that extends to the bed,

affect the flow field across all discharges. For example, Daniels and

the simulations represented a mature ELJ with low porosity due to

Rhoads (2004) found that large wood in meander bends affected the

racked and live material and no scour hole. However, the design of

magnitude and position of the high velocity core at all flow stages. He,

ELJs is variable, with some structures exhibiting bleed flow through

Wu, and Shields (2009) found that ELJs located along meanders in a

them that reduces drag forces by 10–20% (Manners et al., 2007),

sand‐bed southern U.S. stream were responsible for minor increases

and scour pools forming underneath structures that do not extend

in velocity gradients and vorticity at all discharges. Our results

to the bed or where the bed is not armoured (Gallisdorfer et al.,

highlighted how the impacts of an ELJ, though small, may vary with

2014). For these cases, numerical modelling of large wood is particu-

increasing discharge, shifting from small changes associated with local

larly complicated in part because porosity and complexity of the struc-

flow acceleration and increased turbulence intensity at low flow to

tures are hard to represent in a mesh (Lai, 2016). Furthermore, SToRM

impacts on the turbulent energy cascade by breaking up larger struc-

is not a morphodynamic model and scour was not represented as a

tures at higher flows.

process in the model. The measured bathymetry did not indicate the

Most of the effects of the ELJ in this study were localized to the

presence of a scour pool below the structure. Thus, the results pre-

region near the ELJ, consistent with findings of Wallerstein, Alonso,

sented here reflect a specific ELJ condition with complex cross‐

Bennett, and Thorne (2001). The effects of any ELJ are likely to scale

sectional geometry, where flow is predominantly deflected laterally

with the area of the cross section occupied by the ELJ (i.e., frontal

with limited flow through or underneath it. Finally, this study consid-

area), such that ELJs obstructing more of the channel will have larger

ered only the effects of the ELJ on spatial variability of the flow field

effects. For example, Bair et al. (2019) found that channel‐spanning

and did not consider other ecological benefits of wood, such as cover.

wood structures doubled the area of the channel with velocities
below the maximum swim speed for juvenile coho salmon at bankfull
discharge. This ELJ occupied only 3%, 6%, and 9% of the cross sec-

5
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tion at the low, moderate, and high flows, respectively (Table 1). Differences in the position and porosity may also explain observed

This study used field measurements, numerical modelling, and statisti-

differences in the impact on the flow field (Manners et al., 2007;

cal analysis to evaluate the effects of an ELJ on the spatial variability

Wallerstein et al., 2001).

of the flow field with increasing discharge that reflected multiple
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levels of ELJ submergence. Model output was analysed to quantify

ORCID

CFSs, map turbulence metric magnitudes, and conduct wavelet analy-

Desirée Tullos https://orcid.org/0000-0002-1235-3554

sis of turbulence metrics along defined transects. Overall results indi-

Julia Jones https://orcid.org/0000-0001-9429-8925

cate the ELJ analysed in this study had rather subtle effects on the
flow field. At higher discharges, the presence of the ELJ appeared to
break up large eddies into a larger number of smaller eddies, suggesting that the ELJ may contribute to dissipating energy in areas adjacent
to and immediately downstream of the ELJ. At low flows, the ELJ had
virtually no effect on the flow field that would generate meaningful
impacts on habitat.
Because the study indicates that this wood jam has limited effects
over limited spatial scales, it raises questions about whether the hydraulic variability assumed to benefit fish is actually produced. It may be the
case that more wood, placed more frequently in the channel and with
greater obstruction of the flow, is necessary in order to modify the flow
field over enough area to meaningfully increase hydraulic variability.
However, the amount of large wood to produce some target hydraulic
effect (e.g., number and size of vortices) will vary across sites, across
designs (e.g., varying porosity and bed contact), and within a site over
a range of discharges and time as a structure matures.
These findings provide a novel perspective on the spatial flow
structures created by an obstruction with a complex shape, and the
results raise questions that are relevant to the design of ELJs. For
example, what are the relative roles of the degree of obstruction versus the protruding elements in breaking up large eddies inherited from
upstream? How much porosity, which produces bleed flow through an
ELJ, will suppress the CFSs produced by the obstruction under different submergence depths? These types of questions could be evaluated, using physical or numerical experiments of a range of complex
shapes, to inform the design of ELJs to produce a greater effect on
the flow field and habitat diversity.
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